In this paper, we investigate the approximate controllability of retarded impulsive stochastic integro-differential equations driven by fractional Brownian motion(fBm) in Hilbert space. With the help of the resolvent operators, the fixed-point theorem, stochastic analysis and methods of controllability theory, a new set of sufficient conditions for approximate controllability of the integro-differential equations are formulated and proven. An example is provided to illustrate the obtained theory.
Introduction
During the last decades, differential and integral equations have attracted great interest due to their applications in characterizing many problems in science, engineering, mathematical finance, and in almost all applied sciences. For some of these applications, one can see Kilbas et al. [21] . In particlar, the stochastic differential equations are important from the viewpoint of applications since they incorporate (natural) randomness into the mathematical description of the phenomena, and, therefore, provide a more accurate description of it [5] .
Among the qualitative properties of differential equations, the controllability plays an important role both in deterministic and stochastic control theory. Controllability generally means that it is possible to steer a dynamical control system from an arbitrary initial state to an arbitrary final state using the set of admissible controls [39] . The controllability of nonlinear stochastic systems in infinite dimensional spaces has recently received a lot of attentions (see [2, 3, 8, 9, 19, 24, 25, 31, 39] and the references therein). Moreover, the approximate controllability means that the system can be steered to arbitrary small neighborhood of final state. Approximate controllable systems are more prevalent and very often approximate controllability is completely adequate in applications (see [2] ). The approximate controllability of nonlinear systems represented by evolution processes (equations or inclusions) in abstract spaces has been extensively considered in many publications and monographs, an extensive list of these publications can be found in [2, 9, 10, 36-38, 40, 41] and references contained therein.
On the other hand, the theory of impulsive differential equations as well as the theory of neutral integrodifferential equations has become an active area of investigation due to their applications in various fields such as in electronics, mechanical systems, biological systems and economics, etc. (see [6, 23] and the references therein). The impulsive effects exist in many evolution processes that abruptly change their state at a certain moment (see [6] ). The impulsive neutral integro-differential equations with delay properties has been used for modeling the evolution of physical systems, in which the response of the system depends not only on the current state, but also on the past history of the system. Several authors have investigated the impulsive neutral integrodifferential equations with delay (see [19, 20, 28, 35, 43] ) and references therein.
In recent years, stochastic differential equations driven by fractional Brownian motion (fBm) have attracted much attention due to its a wide applications in a variety of physical phenomena, such as in economic and finance (see [29] ), in biology (see [13] ) and communication networks (see [44] ). The fractional Brownian motion was introduced within a Hilbert space framework by Kolmogorov in 1940 in [22] , and later studied by Mandelbrot and Van Ness, who in 1968 provided in [30] a stochastic integral representation of this process in terms of a standard Brownian motion. There has been some recent interest in studying evolution equations driven by fractional Brownian motion. Recently, Lakhel [24] obtained controllability results of neutral stochastic delay partial functional integro-differential equations perturbed by fractional Brownian motion by using the theory of semigroup. Boudaoui and Lakhel [8] investigated the controllability results of impulsive neutral stochastic functional differential equations with infinite delay driven by fractional Brownian motion in a real separable Hilbert space. Huan et al. [18] established results concerning the approximate controllability for time-dependent impulsive neutral stochastic partial differential equations with memory in Hilbert space. Very recently, Lakhel [27] studied the controllability of an impulsive neutral stochastic integro-differential systems with infinite delay driven by fractional Brownian motion in separable Hilbert space. Many interesting works have been done on stochastic differential equationsd driven by fBm (see [24] [25] [26] [27] and the references therein).
However, the study of the approximate controllability of neutral stochastic functional integro-differential equations driven by a fractional Brownian motion with impulsive effects has not been discussed in the standard literature. Motivated by the above consideration, the aim of this paper is to study the approximate controllability for the following impulsive neutral stochastic functional integrodifferential equations driven by a fractional Brownian motion:
where A is the infinitesimal generator of a compact, analytic resolvent operator R(t), t ≥ 0 on a Hilbert space H with domain D(A), G(t) is a closed linear operator on H with domain D(G) ⊃ D(A) which is independent of t, r 1 , r 2 , f, and I k are appropriate functions to be specified later, the initial data φ ∈ D 1 which will be defined later, the control function u(.) is given in L 2 ([0, T], U), the Hilbert space of admissible control functions with U a Hilbert space. The symbol B stands for a bounded linear from U into H . Also, B H is a fractional Brownian motion on a real and separable Hilbert space K, with Hurst parameter H ∈ (1/2, 1), and with respect to a complete probability space (Ω, F , F t , P) furnished with a family of right continuous and increasing σ-algebras {F t , t ≥ 0} satisfying F t ⊂ F . Also τ > 0 is the maximum delay, and the impulse times t k satisfy 0 = t 0 < t 1 < t 2 < . . . , t m < T. As for y t we mean the segment solution which is define in the usual way, that is, if y(·, ·) :
We need to introduce some spaces and notations. Let D the Banach space defined by D = {φ : [−τ, 0] → H, φ is continuous everywhere except for a finite number of points t at which φ(t − ) and φ(t + ) exist and satisfy φ(t − ) = φ(t)}, endowed with the L 2 -norm
Also, let D 1 be the space of all piecewise continuous processes φ :
2 ) < ∞. Now, for a given T > 0, we define
and there exist y(t − k ) and y(t
endowed with the norm
where y k denotes the restriction of y to
. Let K be another real separable Hilbert and suppose that B H is a K-valued fractional Brownian motion with increment covariance given by a non-negative trace class operator Q, and let L (K, H) be the space of all bounded, continuous and linear operators from
Also, for the impulse functions we assume that I k ∈ C(H, H) (k = 1, ..., m), and ∆y| t=t k = y(t
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce some notations, concepts of resolvent operators, basic results about fractional Brownian motion, and Wiener integral over Hilbert spaces. In Section 3, we study the existence and uniqueness of mild solutions and the approximate controllability of for system (1) . An example is given in Section 4 to illustrate the abstract results. In Section 5, concluding remarks are given.
Preliminaries
In this section, we introduce the fractional Brownian motion as well as the Wiener integral with respect to it. We also provide some important results which will be needed throughout this paper. For more details on this section, we refer the reader to [7, 34] and [14] [15] [16] [17] .
Fix a time interval [0, T] and let (Ω, F , P) be a complete probability space.
Definition 2.1. [33] Given H ∈ (0, 1), a continuous centered Gaussian process β H (t), t ∈ R, with covariance function
is called a two-sided one-dimensional fractional Brownian motion (fBm), and H is the Hurst parameter. Now, we are introducing the Wiener integral with respect to the one dimensional fBm β H . Let T > 0 and denote by Λ the linear space of R-valued step function
where t ∈ [0, T], x i ∈ R,and 0 = t 1 < t 2 < · · · < t n = T. For φ ∈ Λ, define its Wiener integral with respect to
Let H be the Hilbert space defined as the closure of Λ with respect to the scalar product
Then the mapping
is an isometry between Λ and the linear space span{β H , t ∈ [0, T]}, which can be extended to an isometry between H and the first Wiener chaos of the fBm span [42] ). The image of an element ϕ ∈ H by this isometry is called the Wiener integral of ϕ with respect to β H . Our next aim is to give an explicit expression of this integral. To this end, consider the Kernel
, with B representing the Beta function and t ≤ s. It is easy to see that
Consider the linear operator
is an isometry between Λ and L 2 ([0, T]) that can be extended to Λ(see [4] and references therein).
it turns out that W is a Wiener process and β H has the following Wiener integral representation
In addition, for any ϕ ∈ Λ,
, we have see [32] .
Next, we are interested in considering an fBm with values in a Hilbert space and giving the definition of the corresponding stochastic integral. For more details, one can refer [11, 12] . Let (H, . H , (., .) H ) and (K, . K , (., .) K ) be separable Hilbert spaces, let L (K, H) denote the space of all bounded linear operator from K to H, and let Q ∈ L(K, H) be a non-negative self-adjoint operator. Denote
Then ϑ is called a Q-Hilbert−Schmidt operator from K to H. Let {β H n (t)} n∈N be a sequence of two−sided one−dimensional standard fractional Brownian motions mutually independent on (Ω, F , P). Considers the following series:
where {e n } n∈N is a complete orthonormal bais in H, this series does not necessarily converge in the space K.
Thus, we consider a K −valued stochastic process
If Q is a non-negative self−adjoint trace class operator, this series converges in the space K, that is, it holds that B H Q (t) ∈ L 2 (Ω, K). Then, we say that B H Q (t) is a K−valued Q−cylindrical fractional Brownian motion with covariance operator Q. For example, if {σ n } n∈N is a bounded sequence of non−negative real numbers such that Qe n = σ n e n , assuming that Q is a nuclear operator in K (that is, ∞ n=1 σ n < ∞), then the stochastic process
. Then, its stochastic integral with respect to the fBm B H Q is defined, for t ≥ 0, as follows:
Note that if
then, in particularly, (3) holds, which follows immediately from (2). Now, we end this section by stating the following lemma which is fundamental to prove our result.
then the sum in (4) is well defined as an X−valued random variable, and we have
ds.
Further, we recollect some basic results related to resolvent operators. Regarding the theory of resolvent operators, we refer the reader to [16] . Let A and B(t) are closed linear operators on H and K represents the Banach space D(A) equipped with the graph norm defined by
The notations C([0, +∞); K) and B(K, H) stand for the space of all continuous functions from [0, +∞) into K and the set of all bounded linear operators from K into H, respectively.
To obtain our results, we assume that the integro-differential abstract Cauchy problem
has an associated resolvent operator of bounded linear operators (R(t)) t≥0 on H.
Definition 2.5. [16] A resolvent operator for (5) is a bounded linear operator valued function R(t) ∈ L (H) for t ≥ 0, which satisfies the following properties:
(i) R(0) = I and |R(t)| ≤ Ne βt for some constants N and β.
(ii) For each x ∈ X, R(t)x is strongly continuous for t ≥ 0.
The resolvent operators play an important role in obtaining variation of constants formula for nonlinear systems and in studying the existence of solutions [16] . For additions details related to resolvent of operator associated to integro-differential equations, see ( [14] [15] [16] [17] ).
The following theorem will be used in this work to develop our main results. We assume that the following conditions hold.
(H1) A is the infinitesimal generator of a strongly continuous semigroup {T(t)} t≥0 on H.
(H2) For all t ≥ 0, G(t) is a closed linear operator from D(A) to H, and G(t) ∈ B(K, H). For any y ∈ K, the map t −→ G(t)y is bounded, differentiable, and the derivative t −→ G (t)y is bounded and uniformly continuous on R + .
Theorem 2.6. [16] Assume that (H1) and (H2) hold. Then there exists a unique resolvent operator for the Cauchy problem (5) . In what follows, we establish some results for the existence of solutions of the following integro−differential equation:
where q : [0, +∞) → H is a continuous function.
Definition 2.7.
A continuous function v : [0, +∞) → H is said to be a strict solution of (8) if
From Definition 2.7 , we deduce that v(t) ∈ D(A), and the function G(t − s)v(s) is integrable for all t ≥ 0 and
Theorem 2.8. [16] Assume that (H1) and (H2) hold. If v is a strict solution of (8), then
Now, we have the following definition for mild solution of (8). The next theorem provides sufficient conditions for the regularity of solutions of (8) . Namely, we establish a sufficient condition ensuring when a mild solution is a strict one. Theorem 2.10. [16] Let q ∈ C 1 ([0, +∞); H), and let v be defined by (9) . If v 0 ∈ D(A), then v is a strict solution of (8).
Approximate controllability
In this section, we prove the result on approximate controllability of nonlinear stochastic systems. To do this, we first prove the existence of solutions using Banach fixed point theorem. Second, we show that under certain assumptions, the approximate controllability of (1) is implied by the approximate controllability of the corresponding linear system.
We improve the following hypotheses to prove our results: 
(H5) The function is continuous in the quadratic mean sense: for all
(H7) There exist some positive numbers q k , k = 1, ..., m such that
for all x, y ∈ H .
We now introduce the concept of mild solution of (1).
Definition 3.1. An H-valued process {y(t), t ∈ [−τ, T]} is called a mild solution of (1) if y
, and, for t ∈ [0, T], satisfies
In order to study the approximate controllability for the system (1), we introduce the following linear differential system:
The controllability operator associated with (11) is defined by
where B * and R * denote the adjoint of B and R, respectively Let x T (x 0 ; u) be the state value of (1) at terminal time T corresponding to the control u and the initial value x 0 = ϕ. Introduce the set
which is called the reachable set of system (1) at terminal time T, its closure in X is denoted by R(T, x 0 ) Definition 3.2. The system (1) is said to be approximately controllable on the interval J if R(T, x 0 ) = L 2 (Ω, H). 
); such that
Now for any δ > 0 and x T ∈ L 2 (Ω, H) , we define the control function in the following form:
Lemma 3.5. There exists a positive real constant M C such that, for all x, y ∈ D 2 , we have
Proof: The proof of this lemma is similar to the proof of the Lemma 2.5 in [38] .
Theorem 3.6. Suppose that (H1)-(H7) hold and that
then the system (1) has a unique mild solution on [−τ, T].
Proof : Transform the problem (1) into a fixed point problem.
For any δ > 0, consider the operator:
defined by:
Further, the problem of finding the solution of problem (1) is reduced to finding the solution of the operator equation Ψ δ (y)(t) = y(t), t ∈ [−r, T]. Now, we will show that by using the Banach fixed point theorem that, for all δ > 0, the operator Ψ δ has a fixed point. This fixed point is then a solution of equation (1) . To prove this result, we divide the subsequent proof into two steps.
Step 1 For arbitrary y ∈ D 2 , let us prove that t → Ψ δ (y)(t) is continuous on the interval [0, T] in the L 2 (Ω, H)-sense. Let 0 < t < T, and let |h| be sufficiently small. Then, for any fixed y ∈ D 2 , we have
Using property (ii) of Definition (2.5), we obtain that
Without loss of generality, we can assume that β > 0. Using property (i) of definition 2.5, we get
Then, by the Lebesgue majorant theorem, we conclude that lim h→0 E|η 1 (h)| 2 = 0. Moreover, assumption (H5) ensures that lim h→0 E|η 2 (h)| 2 = 0. For the third term η 3 (h), we suppose h > 0 (similar estimates hold for h < 0). Then, we have
Thanks to Hölder's inequality, we have
Again exploiting properties (i) and (ii) of Definition 2.5, for each s ∈ [0, t], we have 
Also, it follows from Lemma 2.4 that
Since lim
, the Lebesgue majorant theorem implies lim h→0 E|η 41 (h)| 2 = 0. Again by Lemma 2.4, we obtain
and, for the terme η 5 (h), we have
from lemma (3.5), we have
and
Using the strong continuity of R(t) and Lebesgue¢s dominated convergence theorem, we conclude that
Now, for the term η 6 (h), we have
By using the Hölder's inequality, we have
Again exploiting properties (i) and (ii) of Definition 2.5, for each s ∈ [0, t], we have
where
Then, by the Lebesgue majorant theorem, we obtain
Next, using property (ii) of Definition 2.5 and Hölder's inequality, it follows that
The above arguments show that lim
Hence, we conclude that the function t → Ψ(y)(t) is continuous on [0, T] in the L 2 -sense.
Step 2 Now, we prove that Ψ δ is a contracting mapping in D 2 . For every x, y ∈ D 2 and t ∈ [0, T], we obtain
Owing to the Lipschitz properties of f and combined with Hölder's inequality, we obtain
Thus, we have
Hence Ψ is a contraction mapping on D 2 and therefore Ψ has a unique fixed point, which is a mild solution of (1) Proof. Let x δ be a fixed point of Ψ δ . By using the stochastic Fubini theorem, it can easily be seen that
It follows from the assumption on f and that there exists D > 0 such that
Then there is a subsequence still denoted by { f (s, x δ (s − v(s))), (s, x δ (s − r(s)))} which converges weakly to, say,
From the above equation, we have
On the other hand, by Lemma 3.3, the operator z(zI + Γ 
where the operators A, B, G, the functions r 1 , r 2 , f, , σ, u are defined as same as before. Here C = {y : [−τ, T] → H : y(t) is continuous}, the Banach space of all stochastic processes y(t) from [−τ, T] into H, endowed with the norm φ
2 , for φ ∈ C. By using the same technique in Theorem 3.6 and Theorem 3.7, we can easily deduce the following corollary. (14) is satisfied. Remark 3.10. The use of a nonlocal condition has a better effect on the solution and is more precise for physical measurements than the classical condition y(0) = y 0 alone [37] . For example, for the nonlocal condition y(0) + (y) = φ, where : C([0, T], H) → H is a given function which satisfies some appropriate conditions and φ ∈ D 1 . The function can be written as
where c k , for k = 1, 2, · · · , n; are given constants and 0 < t 1 < · · · < t n ≤ T.
Approximate Controllability problems with non local conditions for different kinds of dynamical systems have been studied by several authors (see [1, 10, 40, 41] ) and references therein. However, the approximate controllability of neutral impulsive stochastic integro-differential systems driven by a fBm is an untreated topic in the literature so far. Upon making some appropriate assumption on system functions, by adapting the techniques and ideas established in this paper with suitable modifications, one can prove the approximate controllability of impulsive neutral stochastic functional integro-differential equations driven by a fractional Brownian motion (1) with non local conditions.
Example
In this section, we present an example to illustrate our main result. we consider the following stochastic impulsive partial neutral functional integro-differential equation with finite delays r 1 and r 2 (∞ > τ > r i ≥ 0, i = 1, 2) driven by a fractional Brownian motion: Define an infinite-dimensional space U by U = u : u = ∞ n=2 u n w n with
2 . Now, define a continuous linear mapping B from U into H as Bu = 2u 2 w 1 + ∞ n=2 u n w n for u = ∞ n=2 u n w n ∈ U. We assume that the following conditions hold:
(iii) There exist positive constants C 1 , and C 3 , such that |F(t, ξ 1 ) −F(t, ξ 2 )| ≤ C 1 |ξ 1 − ξ 2 |, for t ∈ [0, T] and ξ 1 , ξ 2 ∈ R, |Ĝ(t, ξ 1 ) −Ĝ(t, ξ 2 )| ≤ C 3 |ξ 1 − ξ 2 |, for t ∈ [0, T] and ξ 1 , ξ 2 ∈ R. 1 (s) ))]dsdt + f (t, y(t − r 2 (t)))dt +σ(t)dB H (t), t ∈ [0, T], t t k , ∆y(t k ) = y(t + k ) − y(t k ) = I k (y(t k )), k = 1, ..., m, y(t) = ϕ(t), −τ ≤ t ≤ 0, (19) Moreover, if b is bounded and C 1 such that b is bounded and uniformly continuous, then (H.2) is satisfied, hence equation (18) has a resolvent operator (R(t)) t≥0 on H. Besides, the continuity ofF andĜ and assumption (ii) it ensues that f and are continuous. In accordance with assumption (vi) we obtain Thus, all the assumptions of Theorem 3.7 are fulfilled. Consequently, the system (18) is approximately controllable on [0, T].
Conclusion
In this paper, we study the approximate controllability of retarded impulsive stochastic integrodifferential equations driven by fractional Brownian motion in Hilbert space. We give sufficient conditions ensuring the existence and uniqueness of a mild solution and the approximate controllability to the considered system by using the fixed point approach. Our future work will be focused on investigate the approximate and complete controllability for impulsive stochastic inclusions driven by a fractional Brownian motion with infinite delay.
